We present a fabrication method producing large and flat graphene flakes that have a few layers down to a single layer based on substrate bonding of a thick sample of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), followed by its controlled exfoliation down to the few to single graphene atomic layers. As the graphite underlayer is intimately bonded to the substrate during the exfoliation process, the obtained graphene flakes are remarkably large and flat and present very few folds and pleats. The high occurrence of single-layered graphene sheets being tens of microns wide in lateral dimensions is assessed by complementary probes including spatially resolved micro-Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy and electrostatic force microscopy. This versatile method opens the way for deposition of graphene on any substrates, including flexible ones.
Introduction
Many methods have been developed in the last few decades to obtain a few layers of graphene. They are based on very different physicochemical processes and can be sorted into different categories: dry cleaving techniques of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) or graphite single crystals (either obtained by peeling off bulk graphite using adhesive tape [1] or cleavage by mechanical rubbing [2] ), electrostatic deposition of graphene [3] , chemical [4] or thermal [5] exfoliation, chemical decomposition [6] of graphitic materials, and thermal decomposition and reconstruction on silicon carbide [7] [8] [9] or metal surfaces [10] in ultra-high vacuum or chemical vapour 6 Present address: Institut Néel, CNRS-Grenoble, 25 avenue des Martyrs, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France. 7 On sabbatical leave at: Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 91720, USA.
deposition [11] . However, this rapidly expanding field [12] was triggered by the discovery of a very simple fabrication process based on the deposition of mesoscopic graphite samples created by the exfoliation of HOPG samples followed by random deposition [1] . The success of that method is mainly due to the easy characterization of the number of layers using optical microscopy [13, 14] . However, recent scanning probe studies [15] show that the graphene layers are far from being flat at the atomic level. Graphene deposited on silica is indeed known to give rise to a corrugated surface [15, 16] and the influence of the charged silica underlayer on the graphene electronic transport properties is today recognized as a critical parameter that limits [17] electron mobility within the graphene layer. Indeed, Coulomb scattering induced by the trapped charge on silica is a major phenomenon that limits the electron transport in graphene for a Fermi level positioned near the Dirac point. New fabrication methods of few-layer graphene on substrates with an expected density of charge traps lower than in silica are therefore highly interesting for studying quantum transport properties. Several techniques including transfer printing [18, 19] of graphene have been elaborated to produce graphene sheets on surfaces other than silica, but do not address simultaneously the flatness and surface area issues. We propose in this paper a method based on substrate bonding. Production of thin crystalline multilayers by bonding [20] is indeed an active and mature field of research that has already led to important industrial applications [21] [22] [23] . This paper is inspired by that field, namely to produce flat graphene layers firmly bonded to an insulating underlayer during the exfoliation process.
Preparation technique
The proposed method (figure 1) is somewhat reminiscent of the process developed for the industrial production of thin silicon-on-insulator wafers [22] . A thin 'layered' crystalline film is bonded and firmly mechanically supported during the thinning process. Our process mainly consists of two steps (figure 1): firstly, graphite bonding is realized using a thin layer of epoxy resist which is subsequently cured under pressure. Secondly the bonded graphite is exfoliated using the scotch-tape technique. A freshly cleaved HOPG crystal is glued using very thin epoxy-based glue (see supplementary information (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/19/455601) for details). After curing, the glue layer creates a transparent, void-and bubble-free interlayer between the substrate and the HOPG sample (see SEM picture in figure S2 in supplementary information (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/19/455601) and figure 2 ). This fabrication method can be refined by using a pre-cut (<100 μm thick) flexible HOPG sample as the top layer. This method may appear as a refinement of the exfoliation process known as the 'scotch-tape' technique [1] . However, significant differences do exist with respect to that well-known method. Firstly, one should note that the useful graphene sheet is the one left on the (first) adhesive side (i.e. the epoxy underlayer) after the curing step (hence the name 'reverse exfoliation'). This leads to larger and flatter flakes with very few pleats (as seen in figure 2 ). The second one is that a uniaxial compression is applied to the sample during the adhesive curing step, in order to increase the flatness of the adhesive interlayer. The third one is that the adhesive used in this study was found to be compatible with conventional micro/nanofabrication techniques including lithographic and etching processes. This allows transport measurements to be performed in situ directly on the bonded monolayer.
Characterization of the graphene samples
During our first trials, the epoxy thickness was not controlled but remained in the sub-10 μm range. This lack of control in the sub-micrometre range prevents us from using the usual optical interferometry method [13, 14] as a tool for optical determination of the number of layers. Therefore, in order to assess the quality and number of layers of the graphene produced by our technique, we used local characterization techniques (near-field microscopies and Raman spectroscopy), both of them being sufficiently reliable to obtain graphene fingerprints.
Micro-Raman spectroscopy
The most efficient way to characterize the samples produced by our method was found to be micro-Raman spectroscopy. A spectrum can be acquired at registered positions with micrometre scale accuracy. Raman spectra of graphene have typical signatures [24, 25] , the analysis of which can allow the precise determination of the number of layers. The Raman spectrum of graphite is composed of a strong band at 1582 cm −1 , which has been assigned to the in-plane E 2g zone-centre mode (G band). We also observed an additional first-order line at ∼1352 cm −1 (D band) which has been assigned to a non-Brillouin zone-centre phonon [26] . This D band is induced by disorder and is highly dispersive [26, 27] . Finally, the associated overtone 2D band around 2700 cm
is pronounced even in the absence of the D band. Hence, vibrational and electronic properties of graphite are dominated by the sp 2 nature of the strong intra-plane covalent bonds. Raman spectra for various numbers of layers can be compared quantitatively and qualitatively. As described recently [24, 25] , we can extract the number of graphene layers by precisely measuring the G band position. Figure 3 shows two high-frequency Raman spectra associated with two microscope images. These spectra were recorded successively, by moving the x-y stage to the next position. Raman spectra of the uncovered adhesive layer have been acquired (data not shown) and show no peaks in the range of graphene. The spectrum in figure 3(a) (bottom curve) is typical of a thick graphite sample with a large number of layers. The spectrum in figure 3(a), (top curve) (acquired from the same sample) shows a G band shifted up to 1587 cm −1 . This spectrum is a signature of a monolayer graphene [23, 24] . In addition, the 2D mode measured for n = ∞ and n = 1 ( figure 3(c) ) confirms the strong dependence of the 2D mode with n according to a double resonance model. As expected for one monolayer, the 2D mode is fitted with only one peak with a FWMH = 22 cm −1 whereas for graphite two large bands are required. It is worth mentioning that the amount of single-/few-layer(s) graphene on the surface was found to be much larger than the amount of multilayered graphite.
Along with the large observed size of these single graphene domains about ten microns in size, this constitutes a significant added value compared with other processes for the production of graphene.
Scanning probe microscopy study
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were recorded in sample areas previously identified as single-layer graphene by micro-Raman. An AFM picture of the sample acquired in the area previously analysed by Raman in figure 3 is shown in figure 4 . Localization of the graphene sheets was not straightforward, as the graphene sheets are moulded into the resist during curing and their removal during the exfoliation step leaves some 'ghost' footprints with a surface topology very similar to the real graphene sheets. Discrimination between real graphene and moulded epoxy surfaces could, however, be obtained using a voltage biased conductive AFM tip. In this so-called mode of electrostatic force microscopy (EFM), the transition between the insulating resist and the conducting graphene can be easily revealed since the graphene sheet provides a surface capacitance that shields the local electric field produced by the biased tip. Figure 5 shows simultaneously acquired topographic and EFM images on an edge between bonded graphene and bare epoxy. The EFM image shows a highly contrasted step at the graphene/epoxy transition. The measured step height of 0.4 nm is in accordance with the expected one for a single graphene layer (0.35 nm). Similar charging contrast can be obtained using SEM imaging (figure 2).
The graphene surface is relatively smooth (figure 4), in sharp contrast with the folds and pleats commonly observed with solution-processed graphene. Only a few cracks are observed, thus confirming the usefulness of mechanically supporting the graphene single layer to accommodate the high mechanical constraints associated with the exfoliation process.
Some residues presumably coming from the scotch-tape glue are, however, observed (white dots in figure 4(b) ). Such residues are generally associated with the thinnest layers, when the adhesive layer of the scotch tape is in contact with the graphene directly bonded to the surface. Such a phenomenon seems to be related to the competition between the substrate/graphene and tape/graphene adhesive forces during the exfoliation. Roughness analysis performed on the single-layer area (according to the Raman signal) gives a RMS roughness of 0.16 nm. This value is lower by a factor of two than typical results obtained on graphene deposited on silica with the conventional technique [15] . Electrostatic force microscopy was also used to show the presence of single graphene sheets on the surface (figure 5. Left: topographic image; right EFM image). The very different electrical behaviours between the insulating substrate on the one hand and the metallic graphene on the other hand results in a clear potential contrast between these two surfaces.
SEM analysis of the same sample (figure 2) confirms the conclusions drawn from the AFM study. The graphene domains are rather smooth, with relatively few pleats and folds. The presented method should allow the reproducible fabrication of graphene layers on flexible surfaces. The thickness of the adhesive layer was found to be about in the micron range. The reduction of this thickness by resist dilution seems feasible. 
Deposition of palladium electrodes
Different adhesion promoters were tested during this work. The M-Bond 610 type adhesive was found to be compatible with the deposition of palladium electrodes by conventional lithographic procedures (see supplementary information (available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/19/455601)). Ohmic contacts were reproducibly obtained, with kilohm contact resistances.
Conclusion
In conclusion, a new process for the formation of graphene single layers is described. This process allows for the deposition of large and flat graphene single layers. The characterization of the samples shows the high occurrence of single-layer graphene. The relatively large extent of singlelayer graphene sheets is assessed by detailed scanning probe microscopy, together with the observation of both the wellcharacterized G band frequency shift and the concomitant evolution of the D band in the Raman spectra. Finally this simple technique appears as rather versatile and should allow for the transfer of graphene (possibly of different origins, i.e. silicon carbide or nickel supported) onto a large variety of samples including transparent and/or flexible ones, while keeping a flat surface. This is, for example, an interesting requirement for the development of graphene-based conductive films for flexible electronics including transparent electrodes [28, 29] and nanostructured carbon-based sensors [30] .
In conclusion, we have presented a simple technique of fabrication of large graphene flakes. An interesting feature of that technique compared to the classical scotch-tape technique is that here the process presents a self-limiting character: Indeed, the last layer of graphene is strongly bonded onto the epoxy, and additional application of the tape is mostly inefficient in removing it. This explains the occurrence of large single layers of graphene obtained by this technique.
